


KENYAADVENTURE SAFARI
Want to Test Your Limits?

If you like to travel with a

sense of adventure, then

Kenya is the place for you.

The dedicated thrill-seeker

will find a world of

challenges awaiting them.

If you believe that you

should try everything once,

we have enough once-in-a-

lifetime experiences to last

your entire lifetime.

With this much adrenaline

on offer, who needs

relaxation? Hold your

breath and take a Kenya

Adventure Safari.

SAFARI ON THE WILD SIDE

Why not let our wildlife make your life even more wild?

Try a guided walking safari and enter the world of the big game on their

terms. Tracking spoor and identifying paw prints, stalking through grass,

checking the wind direction as you inch ever closer to your quarry ... this is

what life in the bush is all about. Nothing can prepare you for a close

encounter of the wild kind with an elephant, lion or buffalo, an experience

you will never forget.

Kenya offers more ways to encounter big game than you could ever have

dreamed. Try taking a balloon safari over the Mara, or exploring remote

Lake Turkana from the back of a truck. You can canoe past hippos by the

hundreds, or soar over the plains in a chartered helicopter. Why not ride a

horse through the mighty herds or mountain-bike with giraffes among the

cliffs of Hell's Gate?

Come and try life on the wild side in Kenya.
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SADDLE UP

If you'd like to really get out and explore the

wilderness, try following in the footsteps of

some of our Nomadic tribes. They cross great

and trackless expanses of country using camel

trains, following routes handed down from

generation to generation.

Horses are a great way to discover Kenya, whether

it's a gentle ride along mountain trails or a

refreshing gallop along the beach.

A camel safari through northern Kenya is one

of the world's last great romantic adventures.

Carrying all of your own supplies, your

warrior-guides and team of camels will carry

you away from the world you know. Far from

towns, roads, cars and human habitation, you

will be transported into total, untouched

wilderness.

Perhaps a bike is more your style - there are plenty

of opportunities for the travelling cyclist in Kenya.

You can do some off-road bush pedaling on a

mountain bike, or ride along quiet country roads.

The bicycle is a common means of transport in

Kenya, so you'll always have plenty of company and

conversation along the way.

Ifyou need a less exotic ride, you'll find a wealth

of equestrian opportunities throughout Kenya.

Kenya has a thriving horse culture, and there

are excellent stables and fine horses available.
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TAKE A TREK

Ifyou just want to strap on a pack

and head for the hills, there are

routes aplenty throughout Kenya.

This is a land of contrasting

altitudes, stretching from sea level

up to 5, 199m/ 17,057 feet, the

second-highest point in Africa.

This is a trekkers dream, and it's

easy to customize a hike through

a range of different altitudes,

geographical and climatic zones. A

Kenyan trek can be as demanding

or relaxing as you like.

There are walks in the

Cherangani Hills ideally suited for

bird-watching, wildlife walks in

Hell's Gate or Saiwa Swamp

National Park, or long treks with

Samburu warrior-guides into the

stunning Loroghi Hills. Join the

Maasai for a trek through the

beautiful Loita Hills, or across the

baking-salt flats of Magadi to a

flamingo-breeding ground.

Kenya's ultimate trek is the ascent of Mount Kenya, the

majestic snow-capped mountain known as Kirinyaga by the

Kikuyu people, who revere this sacred peak as the traditional

home of Ngai, their God.

Trekkers on Mount Kenya can climb for 5-6 days to 4,985

metres/ 16,355 feet high at Point Lenana, one of the world's only

equatorial snowlines. This route takes the climber through

some spectacular forests and alpine vegetation, affording

stunning views of the surrounding plains along the way.

The climb from Lenana to the summit is a challenging technical

climb. The summit, called Batian, is a serious climb across ice,

boulders and scree.This demanding ascent isAfrica's highest and

hardest technical climb, on the world's second-highest

monolith.

For the experienced mountain climber, this peak is one of the

world's great challenges.

Ifyou prefer less demanding climbing, Kenya has some excellent

rock climbing.Try out the spectacular cliffs and Towers of Hell's

Gate the sheer face of 01 Olokwe, or any of the other

challenging rock routes throughout the country.



GET WET

The Kenyan coast is an adventurer's playground,

with world-class dive sites, and calm waters perfect

for sailing, water-skiing, sea kayaking and jet skiing.

Add to that some of the world's finest and most

challenging big game fishing, with professional

operators working the length of the coastline.

For the devoted fisherman the inland lakes and

rivers of Kenya also present plenty of opportunity

for world-class fishing.The high altitude streams of

the Aberdares and Mount Kenya abound with

excellent mountain trout, and there are plenty of

quiet forest glades for the fly fisherman.

Lake Victoria is home to one of the world's best

known trophy fish, the mighty nile perch, renowned

for its fighting tenacity. The lake has excellent island

fishing camps, with fully stocked and equipped boats.
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The freshwater lakes are also ideal for water sports.

Try water-skiing past wallowing hippos, or

para- flying over banks of papyrus, eye-to-eye with a

hunting fish-eagle.

Ifyou want your water wilder, get some rapid thrills

on a rafting expedition. On the Tana, Athi and Ewaso

N'giro rivers, seasonal rains create some top-class

III - IV white water.

This is a real river adventure, shooting through

rapids and then drifting along calm stretches,

encountering big game at the water's edge.

No matter whether you're looking for the greatest

adventure on earth, air or water, we can provide

what you need.

Want to take an Adventure Safari? Be our guest.



A N uTD v E

Here are just a few options to whet your appetite for adventure:

Mount Kenya Ice-Climb

Ice-climbing is one of the world's most exciting and

challenging sports. One of the all time great ice climbs is

found on Mount Kenya, a technical 5.10 climb that offers a

great reward - the summit of Africa's second-highest peak.

Foot Safaris

Get up close and personal with the big game. Walking

safaris is the most exciting way to see Kenya's wildlife.

Nothing brings your senses to life more than tracking your

quarry through the bush. Best locations are Amboseli,

Maasai Mara, Laikipia and the Chyulu Hills - which also offer

some excellent caving.

Maasai Mara by Horseback

For the experienced rider, this is the ultimate saddle safari.

Gallop alongside giraffe, ford fast-flowing rivers and join the

herds as you roam the savannah.

R E H II G H L

White Water Expeditions

Kenya has plenty of rafting options, from a one-day

adventure on the Tana to major expeditions through wild

country, battling world-class white water by day and

camping out on sandbanks at night, surrounded by the

sounds of the African night.

Camel Trek

Join a Samburu camel train through the remote Matthews

Ranges - it is an experience you'll never forget.Walk with

warriors along dry river beds, pass through isolated

villages, climb high mountain passes and sleep under the

most awe-inspiring starscape you'll ever see.

Yuma Cave

Cave divers shouldn't miss Yuma, a spectacular series of

caves in the seaside cliffs of Kilifi. Dive 20 metres/66 feet

under the surface and enter winding caves alive with

grouper and barracuda. To reach the surface, ascend

through a I0-metre/33-foot chimney through the reef.

G H sT
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KENYA SPORTS SAFARI
Kenya is a Great Sporting Nation

Our athletes have become

world- renowned Olympic and

Commonwealth champions, with Kenyan

runners crossing the line in first, second

and third place a common occurrence in

recent years.

Modern Kenya has embraced all manner of international sports.We now host a range of sporting events, from

a hotly contested local football league to major international cricketing, rugby and golf.Add to this the world's

toughest road race, the Safari Rally,and you have one of the world's greatest sporting destinations.

But while this great success remains a

source of great national pride, sport in

Kenya is by no means limited to just

athletics.

But visitors to Kenya don't just have to sit back and spectate. We have plenty of world-class sporting facilities,

including some of Africa's finest golf courses.

So pack up your sports gear and head for Kenya.Whether you want to take an active role or just take a front

row seat, this will be the world's best Sports Safari.

Our heritage was built on a spirit of

fierce competitiveness and strength

through unity, and many- of our

traditional festivals still involve sporting

competition.



SPORTING TRADITIONS

Many of our traditional cultures used

competition as a means of settling local

rivalries. This gave rise to some unique

sporting events, some of which can still be

seen today.

On the island of Lamu, each new year's day has

long been greeted with a dhow race around

the island. This is a great nautical community,

and local dhow captains pride themselves on

their sailing skills.Winning this annual event is

a great honour, and Lamu's finest dhows

always gather to compete.

During the Maulidi festival, Lamu celebrates

with a rather different event, using the islands

other most common form of transport: The

donkey.

The annual donkey race runs the length of the

seafront, and once again competition is hot.
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Each donkey jockey attracts loyal supporters, and

the town lines the streets, cheering on the

racers.

A different kind of animal competition altogether

is held each year in Kakamega in Western Kenya.

Bullfights are held in villages throughout the area.

These traditional events are not bullfights in the

European sense.This is bull vs. bull,with two large

bulls being let loose in a field, where they lock

horns and fight to push one another across a line

and out of the field.

Individual villages spend months preparing their

best and strongest bull to represent their

community.

All over Kenya, sport is a popular part of every

day social life.

New Year's dhow race along the shores of Lamu



INTERNATIONAL EVENTS SPORTING SAFARI OPTIONS

Visitors to Kenya wanting to catch some local sport will be

spoilt for choice. Excellent football, rugby, cricket, polo,

horseracing and athletic events are held throughout the

year.

For the sporting traveller, Kenya offers world-class sporting

facilities. Whether you are a keen golfer, tennis player, or

equestrian enthusiast, you'll find plenty of options.

In addition, several major international sporting events

bring the world to Kenya each year.

Many of our hotels, lodges and guesthouses have been built

with sport in mind. Excellent tennis and squash courts, health

clubs, stables and swimming pools are often available.

Nairobi also plays host to the annual Safari Sevens, a major

rugby tournament featuring top international teams. The

Sevens rank as one of the world's best rugby competitions,

and each year the event is a major highlight on the Nairobi

social calendar.

Indeed, on many of these courses, a stroll around the 18 holes

is a safari unto itself, with excellent bird and game watching

along the way. Golf in Kenya is a chance to get out and

experience the fresh air, freedom and fantastic views that we

have to offer.

Probably the best known is the Safari Rally.The first ever

Kenyan rally was held in 1953 to celebrate the Coronation

of Queen Elizabeth. The race became an annual event, and

now attracts racers from all over the globe. The 3,000

km/ 1,864 mile race over some of Kenya's roughest terrain

is now regarded as the most challenging of the world's top

14 rally routes.

If you are a golfer, then Kenya can always keep you occupied.

There are 38 excellent golf courses throughout the country.

The location of these courses means that it is easy to

combine a safari through Kenya's game parks and other

attractions with some great games of golf.

Equally popular is the Kenya Open Golf Tournament, held

annually at the Muthaiga Country Club. The Kenya Open

always features a great repertoire of local and

international competition, and promises plenty of exciting

action on the green.

Come to Kenya for a sporting safari, and enjoy more than just

the big game.
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Here are a few of our greater and lesser known sporting options:

Safari Rally

Mud, dust and the world's toughest roads - our biggest

sporting event is a must see.

]6
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Lewa Downs Marathon

If you'd like to try running a marathon with a difference, come

to Lewa Downs. This charity event raises money for wildlife

each year. Lewa is a private game sanctuary, and the race winds

its way through some beautiful scenery.The progress of the race

is often attentively watched from the roadside by the rhinos and

other game that it aims to protect.

Altitude Training

Our runners have a definite advantage - they train in high

altitude conditions in our beautiful western highlands. Programs

have now been set up for international athletes to come and

stay at high-altitude training camps in Kenya, and gain a winning

edge.

H T s



Wild Fitness

The beautiful beach of Watamu has become a

Mecca for those with an interest in health and

fitness. Here, it is possible to run on deserted

beaches, swim calm ocean channels, jog in the

rainforest or try yoga and holistic massage in a

beachfront guesthouse.

Rhino Charge

Our other great road race, an off-road 4-wheel

drive rally through northern Kenya to raise money

for wildlife conservation.

Maralal Camel Cup

Northern Kenya is camel country, and each year a

camel race is held to find the best and fastest

beasts. With both professionals and amateurs

joining the fray, this chaotic event has to be seen to

be believed.

One of the off-road experiences

J1



KENYA SPECIALIST SAFARI
In a country as diverse and rich in resources as Kenya, you can

be sure that any special interest you may have can be readily

catered for.

Kenya literally has something for everyone, and when you are

planning a safari here, you can be sure that you can see what you

want, where you want to see it, and how you want to see it.

No matter how unusual or specified your interest may be,

Kenya will provide a safari for you.

Whether you are a keen bird watcher, or have an interest in

history, trains, agriculture, or have always dreamed of swimming

with dolphins, we have what you are looking for.

Take a Specialist Safari in Kenya,we have everything under the sun.

WILD INTERESTS

Most visitors to Kenya want to experience our world-famous wilderness. But not

everyone wants to experience it in the same way. Some people like to see as many species

and as much of the country as they can in a short period of time. Others are content to

take their time, and to just sit back and immerse themselves in the wild, studying a single

animal or herd and absorbing the natural behaviour and interaction as the day

progresses.

For some, it is a particular animal, bird or plant that really interests them, and a safari

becomes a specialized treasure hunt for a prized specimen.

It is very easy to organize a specialist wildlife safari in Kenya to meet your own needs.With

your own private transport and highly qualified guide, you can experience the wild on your

own terms.
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Kenya is one of the world's best bird

watching destinations. We currently hold

the record for the most bird species

recorded in a single country in a single

day.

In some parts of Kenya, over 400

recorded species in a single location is

not unusual. Keen birders flock to our

shores, hoping to record rare species

such as the great blue turaco, Clarke's

weaver, crowned eagle, Sokoke scops owl

or the lammergeyer.

Our record of rare species reads like a

birders wish-list, and many ornithologists

just keep coming back for more.

Many visitors to our wilderness areas are

interested in its future conservation.

Increasingly, conservation and tourism

are working hand in hand, and it is now

possible for tourists to visit, support and

become actively involved in conservation

projects.

These are as varied as elephant

orphanages, tree-planting programs and

turtle conservation.

CULTURAL VISITS

Many visitors to Kenya are drawn here by the promise

of our wealth of cultures.

To visit Kenya is a chance to experience and learn from

an older, wiser way of life.The best way to gain an insight

into Kenya's many unique cultures is to organize a

specialized cultural safari. It is possible to visit villages

and remote communities with a local guide, who will

introduce you to these unique cultures, and help you to

develop a valuable understanding of local lives, customs

and traditions.

Alternatively, village and home-stays can be arranged,

letting you become part of everyday life in a

community. This is an excellent way to get to know not

just the local culture, but also individuals, and establish

close bonds and friendships that will last a lifetime.

In some areas of Kenya, especially community game

ranches, efforts are being made to preserve fading local

traditions. Important folklore, music and traditional

medicines, handed down over time from generation to

generation are all being recorded for posterity.

For those with an interest in ethnography it is possible

to become involved in this fascinating work.
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Diverse Interests and Needs

Many people dream of visiting Kenya, but their dreams are all as individual as they are.

Take the time to plan your own perfect dream safari, and to ensure that your own interests are perfectly catered for.

Important Bird Areas

Kenya is a true Mecca for birders. We have named

60 "Important Bird Areas" where rare and

endemic species are found. For the ultimate bird

safari, visit them all.

Dolphin Watching

To swim with dolphins is a dream for many people.

In Kenya, it is a reality. Join a dhow trip on our

south coast, and you will be transported to clear

channels alive with curious bottle-nose dolphins.

Dive in and let your dreams come true.

Here are just a few specialized dream safaris:

Agro- Tourism

Agriculture is one of Kenya's great revenue earners. If you have an interest in farming, there are

plenty of opportunities to discover how the best of our local produce is grown. There are

beautiful tea plantations in the hills of Kericho, coffee plantations around Nairobi, fresh flower farms

in Naivasha and tropical fruit groves on the coast. Take your pick!

Culinary Safaris

Many guests are surprised at the remarkable range and excellent quality of Kenyan cuisine. Touring

Kenya can be a gourmet journey. Discover traditional cuisines, game meat, spectacular seafood and

exciting fusions blending the best of the old and the new.
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KENYA BUSINESS TRAVEL
Business travellers to Kenya will find all of the facilities they need are

widely available. Many hotels and resorts throughout the country

offer corporate rates and discounts and have modern, efficient

business centers with complete computer, telecommunication and

internet services.

CONFERENCES WITH A DIFFERENCE

One of the key ingredients for any successful conference is location.

Kenya offers something new for conference planners and organizers.

We have more options than you could ever imagine for a conference

with a real difference. Many of our top-class hotels, safari lodges,

beach resorts, and even tented bush camps offer world-class

conference facilities.

These include conference halls and private meeting rooms,

audio- visual and multimedia services and telecommunications.

These facilities, combined with comfortable surrounds, well

appointed accommodation and fine cuisine, means that you can hold

a professional, effective conference in the wild.
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Kenya offers the perfect combination of

work and play.Your time outside of the

conference room can be spent exploring

the wilderness, taking game drives, hikes or

visiting local villages.What better way than

develop team strength and strategy than to

take your delegates on a challenging

adventure safari? Rock climbing, white

water rafting, game-trekking and more are

all available.

Imagine ending your day's meetings and

discussions with a classic safari sundowner.

Your group can gather for drinks around a

campfire, as day gives way to night and the

air rings with the calls of the wild.

In this magical atmosphere, minds become

more open, creative and focused. When

you're planning this year's conference,

consider Kenya.



INCENTIVE TRAVEL

Many people dream of visiting Kenya.

If you are looking for the perfect

incentive travel option for your

employees, affiliates or partners, why

not let their dreams come true and

offer them a Kenyan safari?

Putting together the perfect safari

package to suit any individual needs

and interests couldn't be any easier.

With our world of safari options, you'll

be spoilt for choice.

Think about Kenya as the ultimate

prize in the big game of business.
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HOTELS AND
ACCOMMODATION

Your safari to Kenya should be as

individual as you are.

When you are looking for

accommodation that will suit your

individual needs, you'll have a world

of choices available to you.

Going on Safari in our great

wilderness doesn't have to mean great

discomfort. Quite the opposite in fact.

Many of our safari lodges,

guesthouses and tented camps are

the last word in luxury. Fantastically

appointed, they offer beautiful,

locally decorated rooms or huge

fully furnished tents with ensuite

bathrooms.

You can relax on a balcony

overlooking endless savannah, sleep

in the wild in a luxury open air 'star

bed', or take a refreshing dip in a

natural rock pool as an elephant

herd passes by in the distance.

Fantastic international cuisine,

excellent service and highly trained

local guides all let you enjoy the wild

in style.

On many of our private sanctuaries,

game ranches, and beaches private

guesthouses are available, giving you

your own personalized wilderness

experience. With your own staff,

guides and services at hand, this is

the ultimate private safari.

If you are looking to rough it and

really immerse yourself in the wild,

take a camping safari. Pitching a tent

in the wilderness and listening to the

sounds of the African night outside is

a real experience. Excellent

campsites are available throughout

the country, and Kenya under canvas

remains one of the world's great

adventure journeys.

All over the country, we have

accommodations that can cater to

any possible budget, taste, interest or

preference. Luxurious guesthouses,

beachfront resorts, tiny hotels,

hostels, backpacker lodges or village

home-stays. All of this and more can

be found in Kenya.

After a day on safari, you can rest

assured that we'll take good care of

you.
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KENYA TRAVEL
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Kenya is readily accessed by air from Europe, the

USA, Southern Africa, the Middle East and

Australasia.

We have three international airports at Nairobi,

Mombasa and Eldoret, serving many major

international airlines.

Our own national carrier Kenya Airways is a highly

regarded international carrier, with a modern fleet

of aircraft. Known as the 'Pride of Africa' Kenya

Airways has been named African Airline of the Year

for the past 3 years.

Domestic flights are handled by Kenya Airways, Air

Kenya, and other domestic carriers, with a regular

schedule of internal flights to city, coastal and game

park destinations.

Kenya has a good network of airstrips throughout

the country. Excellent air charter is available to any

destination within Kenya. Available charter aircraft

ranges from small single-engines and helicopters to

large twin-engine carriers.

Kenya has a good road network, and well-equipped

and fully-serviced safari vehicles are used to access

our wilderness and coastal attractions.

Private car hire is available, with full back up and

service.

Private and public bus services are also available

throughout Kenya.

Our historic railway runs daily between Nairobi and

Mombasa, and Nairobi and Kisumu. Dining and

Sleeper services are available.

Our coast is a port of call for cruise ships, private

and chartered yachts.



G N EE

TIME

• Kenya has a single time zone - which is GMT +3.

CURRENCY

• The official currency is the Kenya shilling. The

written abbreviation is either KSh or using 1=
after the amount (i.e. 5001=). Available notes are

SO, 100,200,500 and 1000 shillings.Available coins

are 5, 10 and 20 shillings.

• Visitors to Kenya should change foreign
currency at banks, bureaux de change or

authorized hotels. The easiest currencies to

exchange are US. dollars, pounds sterling and

deutschmarks. Travellers cheques are widely

accepted, and many hotels, travel agencies, safari

companies and restaurants accept credit cards.

Most banks in Kenya are equipped to advance

cash on credit cards.

• There are no restrictions on the amount of
foreign currency that can be brought into Kenya.

• Before departure, travellers are advised to
convert any excess Kenya shillings into foreign

currency at a bank or bureau de change before

departure. Departure taxes can be paid in local or

foreign currency.

• Anyone wishing to take more than 500,000
Kenya Shillings out of the country will require

written authorization from the Central Bank.

TIPPING

• Tipping is not mandatory in Kenya. Guides,
drivers, waiters and hotel staff can be tipped at
your discretion.

R A N F oL I

BANKING

• Most businesses in Kenya are open from Monday to Friday, though some
also trade on Saturday.
• Business hours are generally 9:00am to 5:00pm, closing for an hour over
lunch (I :OOpm - 2:00pm).
• Banks are open from 9:00am to 3:00pm, Monday to Friday. Some branches
open on Saturdays from 9:00am to I 1:00am.
• Many banks are now equipped with 24-hour ATM machines.
• The bank branches at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport (Nairobi) and
Moi International Airport both run 24-hour forex services.

POST

• Kenya has a good postal service for both local and international post. There
are post offices and post boxes in most towns. Many shops in tourist lodges
and hotels sell stamps.
• There are different rates for letters by weight, airletters, and postcards by
size.
• Parcel services are available from larger post offices.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

• Kenya has a good network of telephone, cellular and satellite connections.
Work is under way to expand this network and introduce fibre optic cables.
• Most hotels and lodges offer international telephone and fax services. In
larger towns, private telecommunication centres also offer international
services.
• If you have a mobile phone with a roaming connection, then you can make
use of Kenya's excellent cellular networks, which cover most larger towns
and tourist areas.
• When calling Kenya, the international code is 254+ local area code.

INTERNET

• Kenya has good Internet Service Providers.
• Many hotels and lodges offer e-mail and internet services. In most towns,
there are plenty of private business centres and cyber-cafes offering e-mail
and internet access.

R M IA T o N

ELECTRICITY

• The electricity supply in Kenya is 220/240v 50Hz.
• Plugs are 3-point square.
• If you are planning to bring a video camera charger or any other
electrical advice, please bring voltage and plug adaptors where appropriate.

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Kenya is one of the greatest destination for photographer's. The great
diversity of landscapes, people, wildlife and history make for unparalleled
photo opportunities.
• For the dedicated photographer, a trip to Kenya is the chance of a
lifetime. Come fully prepared and equipped to take full advantage of the
ideal photographic environment.
• Bring along even more film than you think you may need.
• Good quality film is available in Nairobi and other large towns, though
you may not be able to purchase film while on safari or visiting remote
areas.
• For early mornings and late afternoons and in other low light conditions,
it is best to have some ASAIISO 200,400, or even faster film, but for good
daylight conditions ASAIISO SO and 100 speed film will suffice.
• A good 35mm SLR camera with interchangeable lenses is highly
recommended. Bring a long lens (an 80mm-200mm zoom lens is best) for
wildlife photography, while a 35mm-70mm lens is a good general lens for
landscapes. For bright conditions a UV-filter may be helpful. Those with an
interest in flowers or insect life may wish to pack a macro.
• Some safari companies provide rooftop camera mounts or beanbag
camera rests.
• Bring a good solid camera and kit bag to cope with travel and handling.
• A lens cleaning cloth and a blo~er brush will be necessary to cope with
dust.
• If you have a digital or Hi-8 video camera bring plenty of tape and long-
life batteries and adaptors for their rechargers (the electricity supply is
220 volt, 50Hz with a square pin 13-amp plug). Most hotels have charging
facilities.
• A good pair of binoculars is very important both for everyday game
viewing and for scoping good photo opportunities.





TO HELPYOU ENJOYYOUR STAY IN KENYA HEREAREA FEW
COMMONLY SPOKEN TERMS

Greetings (Salamu) Who? Nani?

Hello? Hujambo? Where? (place) Mahali gani?

How are you? Habari? Where? (direction) Wapi?

I am well (good, fine) Mzuri When? lini?

Thank you Asante How? Namna gani?

Very much Sana Why? Kwa nini?

Goodbye Kwaheri Which? Ipi?

General Yes Ndio

Hotel Hoteli No Hapana

Room Chumba To eat Kula

Bed Kitanda To drink Kunywa

Food Chakula To go Kwenda

Coffee Kahawa To stop Kusimama

Beer Pombe

Cold Baridi Numbers (Nambari)

Warm Moto One Moja

Hot Moto sana Two Mbili

Tea Chai Three Tatu

Water Maji Four Nne

Meat Nyama Five Tano

Fish Samaki Six Sita

Bread Mkate Seven Saba

Bad Mbaya Eight Nane

Time (Saa) Nine Tisa

Today Leo Ten Kumi

Tomorrow Kesho

Now Sasa Phrases commonly used

Quickly Upesi Where is the hotel? Hoteli iko wapi?

Slowly Polepole Good morning Habari ya asubuhi

Facilities Good afternoon Habari ya mchana

Hospital Hospitali Good evening Habari ya jioni

Police Polisi You're welcome Karibu, Una karibishwa

Street/road Barabara Where do you come from? Umetoka wapi?

Airport Uwanja wa I come from ... Nimetoka ...

ndege What is your name? Jina lako nil

Shop Duka My name is ... Jina langu ni ...

Money Pesa Can you speak Swahili? Unaweza kuongea

People (Watu) Kiswahili?

Mister Bwana Only a little Kidogo tu

Mrs. Bibi Where are you going? Unakwenda wapi?

Miss Bi I am going ... Nakwenda ...

Mimi How much? Pesa ngapi?

You Wewe Wait a minute Ngoja kidogo

He, She Yeye Excuse me Samahani

We Sisi Where is the toilet? Choo kiko wapi?

They Wao Where can I get a drink? Naweza kupata kinywaji

Questions (Maswali) wapi?

What? Nini? One cup of. .. Kikombe kimoja cha ...
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